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Abstract: In this artide we p1'Opose a geneml framework for sequential dedsion making. 
The fi'amework is baSf.d on the observation that the. derication of the optimal behaviour ttnde.T 
various decision criteria follows the. same patte!"n: the cost of policies can be decomposed into the 
successive applicatlOn of an opemtor that defines the related dynamic programming algordhm 
and this ope.mtor descnbes complete.ly the structure of the decision problem. vVe take this 
mapping (the 80 called one step lookahead (OLA) cost mapping) as our starting point. This 
enables Ihe unified Irealmenl of various decision ,Tile ria (e.g. Ihe expected value (Tilerion OJ' Ihe 
worsl-case 'Tile1'ion). The main resuli 0./ Ihis arlicle says Ihal Wldt1" minimal condilions oplimal 
slalionm'Y policies are greedy "W.l·.I. Ihe oplimal cosl Junelion and vice versa. Based on Ihis 
n:suli "We ./eel Ihal former' resttlis on r'emforcemenl learning can be Imnsfel"1"td 10 olhel' decision 
(Tileria pl'ovided Ihal lhe decision criltTion is decomposable by an apPl"Opj'iale mapping. 

1 Introduction 

ReinforcemenL learning (RL) refers to a class of learning Lasks and algorithms in which the 
learning sysLem learns an associ aLi ve mapping 7f : X --+ A. from Lhe sLaLe to Lhe acLion space, 
by minimizing a scalar evaluation (reinforcement) of the cost of its behavior received from the 
environment. Most RL work ass ume the use of the expected total discounted cost criterion (see 
e.g. [2, 7, 1]). A lot of alternative decision criteria have been suggested in decision theory 
[6, ,1, 5] to get a more sophisticated consideration of risk but most recent results on RL do not 
concern with this subject. In this paper we propose a general framework for delayed RL that 
enables the unified treatment of a broad class of decision criteria. The proposed framework is 
based on the notion of the one step lookahead (aLA) cost operator: The decision criterion must 
be defined by the successive application of the aLA cost operator that acts on cost functions. 
Vie assume that the operator is monotone, non-negative (maps non-negative functions to non
negative functions) and continuous on the left. These properties are satisfied by the operators 
corresponding to usual cost criteria. For example, the expected and worst-case cost criteria 
fit the framework. We show that under these properties optimal policies are greedy w.r.t. the 
optimal cost function and vice versa. Based on this result assuming finite action space one can 
show that optimal stationary policies exist. In this article we focus only on the development of 
the theory, the proofs of most of the theorems are presented elsewhere. 



2 The OLA mapping 

2.1 Notations 

Let D(S) denote the set of bounded, real-valued functions over the set S. Let Os E D(S) denote 
Lhe idenLically �ero function: Os(s) = 0 for all s E 8. For convenience Os will be abbrevialed 
Lo O. We will inlerprel -c:: (or :::» on B( 8) in the ueual way: I -c:: g means LhaL I( s) -c:: g( s) for 
all s E 8. P(X) will denoLe Lhe power sel of X: P(X) = {Y I Y c:: X}. 

2.2 Definitions 

The basis of our framework is a class of sequential optimal control problems defined in terms of 
a discrele-lime dynamical sysLem wilh a slale space X. Lel P : X X A --+ P(X) be an arbilrary 
mapping - Lhe lmnsilion nt/e, where A is the aclion space. The decision process, gi ven by a 
Lriple (X, A, P) is ali follows: iL consisls of successive sLages indexed by non-negalive inlegers. 
A sLage consisls of a sLale and an action. Assume LhaL aL sLage I the process is in Lhe slale 

'"'t and Lhe decision maker chooses the action "t. Then Lhe nexL slaLe of the process saLisfies 
x,+, E JY(Xt, at). The rule applied by the decision maker to select the actions at successive 
stages is called the policy of the decision maker. It is casual to assume that the policy depends 
only on the history of the decision process. If the rule depends only on the last state of the 
process. the policy is called a stationary policy.' The objective of decision making is to reduce 
the cost associated with the decision process. A cost function is a function over X; it determines 
the cost that will incur when the process starts in state x. Let Q : 13(X) --+ 13(X X ill be 
an arbitrary mapping. \Ve will refer to Q as the OTle sifp lookahead cost mapping (OLA cost 
mapping). Mapping Q defines the cost of choice , i.e., (Qf)(:r, a) is the cost that will incur if 
the process starts in state x, the first decision is a, and the process stops after one stage and 
we incur a, final cost fly) provided that the final state is y. The cost of an action sequence 
is defined by the successive application of the mapping Q: The cost of the action sequence 
{a" a2, . . . , at, ... } is defined as the limil of Lhe following funcLion sequence: 

vo(x)=O,xEX 

vn+,(x) = (Qvn)(:r,an+'), x E X. 

Mapping Q usually depends on the state transition mapping, Y The most well-known example 
of Q corresponds to the expected total cost criterion. 

Example 2.1 Markovian decision problem with the expected cost criterion. As.mme that X 
is a measumble space and let Al, (X) denote the pmbability mea.mn:s oveT X. Let p : X X A --+ 
Al,(X) be an arbil1'ar y mapping. We inleTprt:/ ,t(:r, a)(8) as lhe probabilily o{:rt+, E S' provided 
lhal :et = x and at = a. Lei c : X X A --+ D(X) be a measumble mapping; c is called lhe 
immediale cosl mapping and c('"" allY) is lhe cosl Ihal incurs when lhe pmcess is in slale x, 
adion a is euculed and Ihe nexl slale is y. The OLA cosl mapping w/'1'esponding 10 Ihe lolal 
e.rpecled cosl aileTion is lhe following: 

(Qf)(,""a) = /. (c(x,a) +,f)dp(:c, a), 
. X  

where 0 < , -c:: 1 is the discount factor. 

We will use this example for the illustration of assumptions and concepts of the framework. 
In operations research and decision theory (e.g. [6]) it is well known, that the use of 

the expected value as a decision criterion is not always reliable and can be misleading. Two 

lIt is usual to restrict the set of possible actions from state to state. Hu\vever, this restriction has no essential 

�ff�ct on :om hs�qll�nt th�or�llls and W� disr�gard it. 



example, o[ Lhi, phenomena are the celebraled Sf. Peie7'sv'U/:q Pamdox and a 10lLery wiLh zero 
expecLed reward, 5mall gain and high ,Lake [6]. Alternalive co,l criLeria are o[ inlere,L. A 
family o[ such crileria can be defined as follow", 

Example 2.2 Markovian decision problem: Generalized expectations. In this case the above 
OLA mapping is modified as follows: 

1 

(Qf)(,", a) = (L (c(,r, a) + ifYdp(x, a)) P, 

where 0 < p <::; ex), c(x,o) and f al'e o'ssum.ed to he positive. If l' = 00 we get the W01'st-cose 
costm.apping [4}, 01' the min-max cost criteria. Fhis criterion is intensively used in Game's 
1'he01'Y· 

Let us fix an arbitrary OLA mapping, Q. Let 7l' : X --+ it be an arbitrary stationary policy 
(s.p.). The evaluation of policies is based on their evaluation operator: 

Definit.ion 2.1 The OLA evaluat ion operator corresponding to 1f is Tn: B(X) --+ B(X), wdh 

('1'rrf) (x) = (Qf)(.I,1T(X)). 

where f E B(X) and x E X. 

Hence Tnv is the cost if we use policy 1f, but we are terminated after one period and incur a 
final cost V ( '") when the final state is:r. Greedy behavior will be proved to be optimal. The 
greedy cost and policy forming operators are defined as follows : 

Definition 2.2 The OLII greedy operalor is Ihe mapping G : B(X) --+ B(X) Ihal salisfies 

(Gf)(:r) = inf(Qf)( :r , a), (LEA (1) 

wh,,.e .r E I3(X) and J, E X. 

Definition 2.3 The OLA Greedy Policy Forming opemtor [ : B(X) --+ P(Ax) is defined by 

[f={7l'EAxITrrf=Gf} .  

If /1 is finite, then the infimum in Equation (1) is reached at some action and thus 1'f is non
empty. If /1 is infinit e. then it may be that for some f E H(X) the infimum is never reached, 
that is if = 0. 

3 Assumptions and the objective of decision making 

Below we postulate 3 assumptions; in the rest of the paper we assume that these assumptions 
hold. The first assumpt ion expresses the natural requirement that the relation between two 
"future" cost functions remains the same provided that the first decisions coincide. In other 
words, this means that if one has two policies that coincide in the first decision then only the 
remaining decisions determine the ordering of the policies. 

Assumption 3.1 We assume that Q is monotone non-decreasing, that is if tL V E B(X) and 
u <::; v then Qu <::; Qv. 

This assumption is satisfied for the total expected cost (TEe) OLA mapping : let f, 9 E B(X) 
and f <::; g. Qf <::; Qg means that there should hold 

for all (x,o) E X X A. This is eqllivalent to J fdr'.(.J;, a) <::; J gd/J.(.", a) (since,/ > 0) and this 
ineqlla.lity follows from the properties of integration. 



Assumption 3.2 QO::> O. 

As it is easy to check that for the TEe OLA mapping this assumption means that the average 
of immediaLe cosLs should be non-negative, i.e., there should hold for all (ee, a) E X X it Lhat 

/' c(x, a)dJ1(x, a) ::> 0, 
, x  

Almost all the applications satisfy this assumption [3], 
As a consequence of the above assumptions we have TrrO ::> 0 for all s.p. IT and thus T;'O is 

an increasing sequence. Assumption ;'\,2 is not needed if Q has the contraction property, The 
following assumption postulates that infinite horizon costs exist for every s,p. 

Assumption 3.3 i1.ssume that T;'O converges for every S.p, IT, We will denote the limit by Vrr 
and call it the evaluation of 7r. Further, we assume that "rr is the fixed point of the operator' Trr, 

This assumption corresponds to a theorem of most of the conventional constructions, For 
example, in the case of Markovian decision problems with the TEe criterion the evaluation of 
a policy is defined as the expectation of 

L ,'ex(i), 
l=O 

where ex(i) is the cost incurred at stage t provided that we start from state x and apply 
the policy 7r, The interpretation of expectation goes as follows: The application of policy IT 
from state ,r generates a random process and a corresponding probability measure over the 
set of possible infinite state sequences (this measure is defined by the product of measures 
J1(x,7r(",))), The expectation of the lotal cost is taken according to this measure, The usual 
way to show thal abSUlllplion 3,::1 holds is lhaL one shows that Trr is a conLraclion mapping 
w,r.l. the supremum norm (this is ensured if 0 < �I < 1) and thaL lhe evaluation of any 
policy (the evalualion defined as the expectation of the sum of discounted cosLs) is indeed the 
fixed poinL of its evaluaLion, Since contraction mappings have exactly one fixed poinl and the 
successi ve application of a contraction mapping on any function converges to lhe fixed poinL of 
the mapping the assumption thus follows, 

Definition 3.1 The optimal cost function v' : X ---+ R is lhe fundiun defined by 

(2) 

The optimal cost function exists provided that all the cost functions are bounded from below 
by 0, No policy can do better than v*, This motivates the following definition: 

Definition 3.2 A .s.p. 7r i" called optim a.l if it" e"o.lu.ation function i.s the optimal cost function, 
that is if v� = v', We. denote the set of optimal policies by II', 

4 Optimal policies are greedy 

In this section we show that the set of optimal policies, II', is eq llal to the set of greedy policies 
W,Lt, the optimal evaluation function, This is proved through a series of propositions, \Ve 
begin with a simple, but important observation: 

Proposition 4.1 F07' eVf'ry u E B(X) f07' which 0 :::; U :::; Vrr the're holds limn-->w T;'u = 'Orr. 



Lemma 4.1 The OLII yr'eedy policies W.7·.t. the optimal evaluation Junelion w'e optimal, I.e., 

fv* c II*. 

The proof exploits the fads that for any s.p. 11" there holds that G <::; '/� and FIT is monotone 
non-derrea.,ing. The converse of this lemma follows from the generali7.ation of Howard's Pol
icy Improvement (PI) Theorem that states that one-step lookahead improvements are iniinite 
hori7.0n improvements, too. To state this lemma we need the following deiinition: 

Definition 4.1 IVe ,Say that the policy 11" i's an OL!\ improvenwnt W.T.t. the co,St function v if 

7r E l'v. We say that the policy 11" is a proper OLI\ improvement w.r.t. the cost function v if7r is 

an. OrA improvement and tfwr'e exists at irast one 'state, ,Say x E X such that (Gv)(.r) < v(.,.). 

Howard's PI Theorem says that OLA improvements are global improvements: 

Lemma 4.2 (Howard's Policy Improvement) Let 7C be an arbitrar'Y s.p. and let if' be an 

OLA imp1'Ovement w.r.t. the cost function of pi, V�. Then ther'e holds Vic <::; VK' Further'mar'e, 

if ii- is a pmper' OLA impm'Vement then for all state x for which ii- is a real OLA improvement 

over 1f ther'e holds Vic ( x) < vA;"), 

The proof is based on induction and goes by showing that '1 'J:v <::; Vc holds for arbitrary n, where 
v is defined by vex) = min(vK(x). Vic (X) ) , �, E X. From the above two lemmas the theorem 
follows easily: 

Theorem 4.1 'l'he set of optimal a.nd greedy policies W.T.t. the optimal co,St fundion, v*. 
cm:ncide: 

1I*=I'v'. 

Pmof. \V" prov" that if 7C is an arbitrary s.p. and Gv� # VK th"n 1f is not optimal. From this 
it follows that II' c.: rv' and thns hy kmma1.1 II' = rv'. 

Let 11" denote an arbitrary optimal policy. Since 1f is optimal, v� = v'. It should be proved 
that GUn = VK' \Ve know that Gv� <::; v�. Assume that there exists a state "'U for which 
(Gun)(xo) < V�(l'U)' Let ii- E [v�. By the above, policy improvement theorem Vic(l,O) < VK(XO) ' 

This contradicts with the optimality of vK. Thus GVK = OK = TKuK, and thus 7C E [UK = [V'. 
D 

If ,here exi"s al least one op,imal policy than a fixed poinl equation lhal may be called 
the Bellman Optimality Equation (BOE) [:3] is satisfied: 

Corollary 4.1 Assume that [v' # 0. Then the .fixed point equation 

(01' shori/y v' = Gu* ) h olds. 

v*(x) = inf(Qu')(x, a) , aE .. l 
(3) 

Basically two methods can be used to determine an optimal policy : 2  policy iteration and value 
iteration. Both methods rely on BOE. 

2Linear progranllning that is also often used for solving MDPs, relies on the fact that Q is linear. If Q is 
nOll-linear it can no longer be used and thus we neglect it. 



5 Conclusion and future work 

VVe have proposed a general framework for reinforcement learning and/or adaptive conlrol. In 
the proposed framework various cost criteria are treated in a unified way. We have presented 
the outline of the main theorems of a generalized reinforcement learning theory. The theorems 
may have real-world applications as well. The knowledge of these theorems makes it possible, 
e.g., to think of agents that use a kind of mixed and changing decision criterion: such an agent 
would adapt its decision criterion based on her experiences: it would use the worst-case cost 
mapping to avoid dangerous regions while at other places she would use the usual expectation 
criterion. 

Meanwhile some new results were developed. The most important is the characterization 
of OLA mappings for which there are optimal stationary policies that are optimal in the set 
of all possible policies. Other extensions to these results are that one may substitute the zero 
Lenninal reward funcLion by any oLher uniLe Lenninal reward function , lhe same resulLs hold for 
non-posiLive decision problems and for decision problems whose OLA mapping is a conlraction. 
The boundedness condiLion of lhe evalualion functions can be weakened, Loo. FuLure work 
should deal wi lh algorilhms (i leraLi ve leaming procedures) arising from lhis approach. Scaling 
analysis and con vergence speed eslimalions are required. ParLially observable decision processes 
should also be investigated since they are of great importance from practical aspects. 

Taking into account the limited storage space and time constraints calls for asynchronous 
and partial convergence theorems. Learning from real-time data is another important aspect 
of learning. It follows that the adaption of stochastic learning methods is also required. It is 
believed that the proposed framework is useful as it is suitable for the integration of various 
branches of sequential decision making and thus may eliminate unnecessary repetitions of the 
proofs of the basic theorems. \Ve feel that the proposed framework also gives a deeper insight 
in sequential decision making. 
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